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Abstract-- Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) is a budding latest technology for separating crosscutting concerns. It is very difficult to
achieve crosscutting concerns in object-oriented programming (OOP). AOP is generally suitable for the area where code scattering and code
tangling arises. Due to the specific features of AOP language such as joinpoint, point-cut, advice and introduction, it is difficult to apply existing
slicing algorithms of procedural or object-oriented programming directly to AOP.
This paper addresses different types of program slicing approaches for AOP by considering a very simple example. Also this paper addresses a
new approach to calculate the dynamic slice of AOP. The complexity of this algorithm is better as compared to some existing algorithms.
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1. Introduction
The goal of AOP is to separate concerns in
software. It is possible to encapsulate the
crosscutting concerns as module unit aspect that is
easier to develop, maintain and reuse [7, 40, 42,
8]. Aspects separated from an object-oriented
program are composed by Aspect Weaver to
construct the program with the crosscutting
concerns. AspectJ is an aspect weaver for Java.
AspectJ is developed by Xerox Parc. It works as a
precompiler and you can see the generated code. It
also gives the advantage that the end users don’t
need to install anything special to run the
programs except the virtual machine.
There are number of differences between
procedural or object-oriented programming
languages and aspect-oriented programming
languages. [45]. The concepts of aspect oriented
programming like, aspects, join points, advice,
and their associated constructs are different from
procedural or object-oriented programming
languages [44]. All these concepts of aspect-

oriented programming should be handled
appropriately, because it plays a measure role on
the calculation of program slices for aspectoriented program [6, 28].

2. Aspects
AOP complements OOP by providing a different
way of thinking about program structure. AOP
defines an innovative program construct, called an
aspect. The key unit of modularity in OOP is the
class, whereas in AOP the unit of modularity is
the aspect. Like classes in object oriented
programs aspects in aspect oriented Programs
gathers all the functionality inside of it. The
application classes keep their well-defined
responsibilities. Consider the example of an aspect
given below.
Aspect ExampleAspect
{
}
This example declares a new aspect with the name
“ExampleAspect” [20, 33, 41].
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An AspectJ program is divided into two parts.
Base code or non-aspect code, which includes
classes, interfaces and other standard Java
constructs. Aspect code, which implements the
cross-cutting concerns in the program. Given
below (figure-1) is an aspect program to test a
number is prime or not.
3. Features of AspectJ
AspectJ adds some new features to Java
[8].
These features include
 join points

Non aspect code
Import java.util.*;
public class prime{
private static int n;
1. public static void main(String
args[]){
2. n=Integer.parseInt(args[0]);
3. if(isprime(n))
4. System.out.println(“IS PRIME”);
else
5. System.out.println(“IS NOT
PRIME”);
}
6. public static boolean isprime(int n){
7. for(int i=2; i<=n/2; i++){
8.
if(n%i == 0){
9.
return false;
}
}
10. return true;
}
}






point-cut
advice
introduction
point-cut designator

3.1
Join Points
These are the points through which we can link
the aspect and non aspect code. Examples of some
join points are, method call (a point where method
is called), method execution (a point where
method is invoked) and method reception join
points (a point where a method received a call, but
this method is not executed yet) [10, 33, 39].

Aspect code
11. public aspect PrimeAspect{
12. public pointcut primeoperation(int
n): call (boolean prime.isprime(int) &&
args(n);
13. before (int n): primeoperation(n){
14. System.out.println(“Testing the
prime number for “ +n);
}
15. after(int n) returning (boolean
result): promeoperation(n){
16. system.out.println(showing the
prime status for” + n);
}
}

Figure-1 (Aspect program to test a number is prime or not)
3.2

Point-cut

This is a predicate that matches join points.
Advice is associated with a pointcut expression
and runs at any join point matched by the
pointcut. AspectJ defines different types of pointcut designators that can identify all types of join

points [10]. For example in figure-1 the point-cut
primeoperation at statement 12 picks out each call
to the method isprime() of an instance of the class
prime, where an int is passed as an argument and
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it makes the value to be available to the point-cut
and advice [33, 34, 38].
3.3 Advice
Actions taken by an aspect at a particular join
point. It is a method-like construct which is used
to define cross-cutting behaviour at join points
[37]. Using advice we can define certain code to
be executed when a point-cut is reached [10, 33].
There are three types of advice in AspectJ:
after
 before
 around
After advice on a particular join point runs after
the program proceeds with that join point. For
example in figure-1, after advice at statement 15
runs after each join point picked out by the pointcut primeoperation and before the control is return
to the calling function.
Before advice runs as a join point is reached,
before the program proceeds with the join point.
For example in figure-1 the before advice at
statement 13 runs before the join point picked out
by the point-cut primeoperation.
Around advice on a join point runs as the join
point is reached, and has explicit control over
whether the program proceeds with the join point.
3.4 Introduction
It allows an aspect to add methods, fields or
interfaces to existing classes. It can be public or
private [10]. An introduction declared as private
can be referred or accessed only by the code in the
aspect that declared it. An introduction declared as
public can be accessed by any code [39, 41].
3.5 Point-cut Designator
A point-cut designator identifies all types of join
points. A point-cut designator simply matches
certain join points at runtime. For example in

figure-1 the point-cut designator Call (boolean
prime.isprime(int), at statement 12 matches all the
method calls to factorial from an instance of the
class prime [41].
4. Comparison of OOP and AOP
OOP

AOP

Class: Code unit that Aspect: Code unit
encapsulates methods that
encapsulates
and attributes.
pointcuts,
advice,
and attributes.
Method signatures: Pointcut: Define the
Define the entry set of entry points in
points
for
the which advice is
execution of method executed.
bodies.
Method
bodies: Advice:
Implementations of Implementations of
the primary concerns. the
crosscutting
concerns.
Compiler: Converts Weaver: Instruments
source code into code (source or
object code.
object) with advice.
5. Some of the existing slicing techniques
of AOP
The first attempt towards the development of
aspect-oriented system dependence graph (ASDG)
to represent aspect oriented programs was made
by Zhao [18]. To construct the ASDG of aspect
code, Zhao first constructed the SDG of non
aspect code then aspect dependence graph (ADG)
for aspect code. He combined the SDG and ADG
using some extra dependence arcs to construct
ASDG [10, 4]. Zhao used the two-phase slicing
algorithm proposed by Larsen and Harrold to
compute the static slice of aspect oriented
programs [15].
Let’s implement the Zhao approach to calculate
the static slice of the program given in figure-1.
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To represent the aspect oriented program, aspectoriented system dependence graph (ASDG) is
constructed by combining SDG and ADG using
some additional arcs (figure-2).
By applying the two-phase slicing algorithm in
figure-2 the static slice comes as: 1 , 2 , 3 , 6 , 7 , 8
, 9 , 10 , 13 , 14 , 15 , 16.

Figure-2 (ASDG of the program given in figure-1)

D P Mohapatra et. al., [10] has proposed an
algorithm to calculate the dynamic slice of aspectoriented programs. They have used Dynamic
Aspect-Oriented Dependence Graph (DADG) to
represent the aspect oriented program. Initially
they have executed the aspect program for any
particular input and the execution history of the
program is traced using a trace file.
Let’s implement the D P Mohapatra et al.
approach to calculate the dynamic slice of the
program given in figure-1. First we have to
execute the program for a given input. Lets
execute the program for the value of n=7. The
execution trace of the program is as follows:
1(1)
2(1)

:
Public static void main(String
args[])
:
n=Integer.parseInt(args[0])

3(1) :
if(isprime(n))
12(1) :
public pointcut primeoperation(int
n): call (boolean prime.isprime(int) &&
args(n)
13(1) :
before (int n): primeoperation(n)
14(1) :
system.out.println(“Testing the
prime number for “ +n)
6(1) :
public static boolean isprime(int n)
7(1) :
for(int i=2; i<=n/2; i++)
8(1) :
if(n%i == 0)
7(2) :
for(int i=2; i<=n/2; i++)
8(2) :
if(n%i == 0)
7(3) :
for(int i=2; i<=n/2; i++)
15(1) :
after(int n) returning (boolean
result): promeoperation(n)
16(1) :
system.out.println(showing the
prime status for” + n)
10(1) :
return true
4(1) :
system.out.println(“IS PRIME”)
Now construct the Dynamic Aspect-Oriented
Dependence Graph (DADG) for the execution
trace of the program [figure-3]. To compute the
dynamic slice for the slicing criterion < 10, n >,
apply either the breadth first search or depth first
search algorithm on the DADG [12]. The dynamic
slice comes as : 1 , 2 , 3 , 6 , 7 , 10 , 13 , 14 , 15 ,
16.
1
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Figure-3 (DADG for the execution trace of the
program given in Fig - 1)
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This paper proposes a graph called AspectOriented System Dependence Graph (AOSDG) to
represent aspect program. This AOSDG
represents all the features of an aspect program as
well as it also represents the weaving arc. The
construction of AOSDG can be carried out in two
phases, first construction of system dependence
graph for non aspect code then construction of
system dependence graph for aspect code and
finally linking the system dependence graph of
aspect and non aspect code using call and weaving
arc.
6. Proposed Algorithm
We discussed two existing techniques to calculate
the static and dynamic slice os aspect oriented
program. The existing techniques discussed can be
improved on certain points. In the first technique
proposed by Zhao, the point-cuts are not handled
properly and also the weaving process is not
represented correctly. In the second technique
proposed by D. P. Mohapatra et. al., If a statement
will execute for n number of times it will create n
vertices for each iteration of the statement, which
will be a difficult task. To overcome all these we
have proposed a new approach to compute the
dynamic slice of aspect oriented program.
1.

Construction of System Dependence Graph
(SDG) for non-aspect code.
2. Construction of System Dependence Graph
(SDG) for aspect code.
3. Construction of Aspect-Oriented System
Dependence Graph (AOSDG).
4. To compute the dynamic slice traverse the
AOSDG using breadth first search or depth
first search taking a vertex as starting point of
traversal.

7. Construction of System Dependence
Graph (SDG) for aspect and non-aspect
code
This section describes the construction of SDG for
aspect and non-aspect code [7, 9, 11, 15, 19, 24,
26, 31]. In SDG of an aspect program, following
types of dependence arcs may exist.
 control dependence arc
 data dependence arc
 call arc
Control dependence represents the control flow
relationship of a program i.e, the predicates on
which a statement or an expression depends
during execution [2]. Consider statements s1 and
s2 in a source program p. When all of the
following conditions are satisfied, we say that
control dependence (CD), from statement s1 to
statement s2 exists [16, 20, 21, 22, 29, 32, 36]:
1. s1 is a conditional predicate, and
2. the result of s1 determines whether s2 is
executed or not.
For example, in the Figure-1, there is a control
dependency between statement 3 and 4, because
statement 3 is a conditional predicate and the
result of 3 determines whether 4 will be executed
or not.
Data dependences represent the relevant data flow
relationship of a program i.e., the flow of data
between statements and expressions. When the
following conditions are satisfied, we say that data
dependence (DD), from statement s1 to statement
s2 by a variable v, exists [17, 20, 21, 22, 32]:
1. s1 defines v, and
2. s2 refers to v, and
3. at least one execution path exists from s1
to s2 without redefining v.
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For example, in the Figure-1, there is a data
dependency between statement 7 and 8, because
statement 7 is defining the value of i and
statement 8 is using the value of i defined by
statement 7 and in between statement 7 and 8
there is no redefinition of value of i.

Call arc represents the function call in a program.
For example in figure-1, there is a call arc from
statement 3 to statement 6. Because function
isprime() is called at statement 3 and the function
isprime() is defined at statement 6.

Control Dependence:
Data Dependence :
Call Arc
:

1

3

2

6

10
7

4

8
5
9
Figure-4 (SDG for non-aspect code of the program given in
figure-1)
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Data Dependence :

12

13

15

14

16

Figure-5 (SDG for aspect code of the program given in
figure-1)

8. Construction of Aspect-Oriented System
Dependence Graph (AOSDG)
This section describes the construction of AOSDG
for aspect program [43, 45]. The AOSDG is a

graph (V, A), where V represents the set of
vertices and A represents the set arcs to connect
the two vertices. Each statement and predicates of
the aspect-oriented program is represented as one
vertex.
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Figure-6 (AOSDG for the aspect program given in figure-1)

AOSDG of an aspect program consists of
following types arcs.
 control dependence arc
 data dependence arc
 call arc
 weaving arc
Weaving arc reflects the joining of aspect code
and non-aspect code at appropriate join points.
For example in figure-1, there is a weaving arc
from statement 3 to statement 13. Because at
statement 3 there is function call isprime() and at
statement 13 a before advice is defined related to
function call.
Statement 13 represents a before advice. This
means that the advice is executed before control
flows to the corresponding function i.e., to the
function isprime(). So, we add a weaving arc from
vertex 14 to vertex 6. Similarly, statement 15
represents an after advice. This means that the

advice is executed after the function isprime() has
been executed and before control flows to the
calling function i.e., the function main(). That’s
why we add a weaving arc from vertex 8 to vertex
15. After the execution of after advice at
statement 16, control transfers to statement 9 or 10
where it returns a value to the calling function
main(). So, a weaving arc is added from vertex 16
to vertex 9 and 10 [45].
To compute the dynamic slice we can perform
either the breadth first search or depth first search
algorithm on the AOSDG [1, 3, 12, 5, 23] in
figure - 6. For the slicing criterion < 10, n >, the
dynamic slice comes as 1 , 2 , 3, 6 , 7 , 8 , 10 , 11,
12 , 13 , 14 , 15 , 16.
9. Complexity analysis
The proposed technique is having some
advantages in terms of time and space complexity
as compared to previous techniques.
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9.1

Space complexity:

Let P be an aspect-oriented program with N
number of statements. Each statement of the
program will be represented by a single vertex in
the AOSDG. Thus, there are N numbers of
vertices in the AOSDG corresponding to all the
statements of program P. So, the space complexity
is O(N).
9.2

10. Comparison
of
existing
slicing
algorithm with proposed algorithm

Zhao
Approach

Time complexity:

Let P be an aspect-oriented program with N
number of statements. The total time complexity
is for finding the dynamic slice of aspect oriented
program is:
1. Time required for constructing the
AOSDG with respect to the N number of
statements in the program which is O(N).
2. Time required to traverse the AOSDG
either using Breadth First Search or Depth
First Search, which is O(N2).
So, the time complexity is O(N2).
The proposed algorithm is better than the D. P.
Mohapatra et. al. approach in terms of space and
time complexity. In D. P. Mohaptra et. al.
approach S represents the length of execution of
the program. Thus S may be same or more than
the number of statements in the program. Where
as in proposed approach N represents the number
of statements in the program, hence number of
nodes created in proposed approach may be same
or less than the D. P. Mohaptra et. al. approach.
While calculating the dynamic slice of the aspect
program given in figure-1 using D.P.Mohapatra
et. al. technique, we are creating three vertices for
statement 7 and two vertices for statement 8 as
given in figure-3. This is a repeating work which
will take more space.

DP
Mohapatr
a et. al.
Approach

Proposed
Approach

1. Time
Complexity:
O(S2),
Where S represents the number
of statements in the program.
2. Space Complexity: O(S), Where
S represents the number of
statements in the program.
3. Drawbacks: point-cuts are not
handled properly and also the
weaving
process
is
not
represented correctly.
1. Time
Complexity:
O(S2),
Where S represents the length of
execution of the program.
2. Space Complexity: O(S), Where
S represents the length of
execution of the program.
3. Drawbacks: If a statement will
execute for n number of times in
the execution trace, it will create
n vertices for each iteration of
the statement.
1. Time
Complexity:
O(N2),
Where N represents the number
of statements in the program.
2. Space
Complexity:
O(N),
Where N represents the number
of statements in the program.
3. Advantage: Its time and space
complexity is less as compared
to D. P. Mohapatra et. al,
approach and it handles the
point-cut and weaving process
efficiently as compared to Zhao
approach.

11. Conclusion
This paper discussed the features of aspect
oriented programs. Also we have discussed about
various types of existing slicing approaches for
Aspect Oriented Program (AOP) with example.
Also this paper proposed an approach to slicing
aspect oriented programs using an AspectOriented System Dependence Graph (AOSDG),
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which extends previous system dependence
graphs, to represent Aspect Oriented Program.
The complexity of the proposed algorithm is also
calculated, it comes better than some existing
algorithm.
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